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Intercam Servicios 
Financieros
Mexico, Latin America

In 2011 Intercam Servicios Financieros 
engaged Haworth to help them 
create a new facility, centred upon 
the concept of a transparent and 
sustainable contemporary office.  The 
project involved several key design 
considerations:

       • Encourage collaboration  
 across the workplace
 
       • Create a modern architectural  
 interior
 
       • Convey corporate brand and  
 image 
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Haworth solutions for the  
Intercam workspace

Haworth worked closely with designers 
GA&A and SPACE to conceptualise a new 
configuration that responded perfectly to 
Intercam’s design specifications.  This was 
based on the unique “city within the office” 
design concept, which featured: 

        • A mix of new and different colours  
 across the office; 

        • Compact telephone booth spaces  
 akin to phone booths in a park; 

        • A floor carpet with a special colour  
 theme combining grey concrete  
 with representation of nature’s  
 elements of green grass and blue  
 water; 

        • Open-concept meeting spaces akin  
 to a street theatre style

        • Enclosed meeting rooms specially  
 designed with graffiti motif

The AllWays system was chosen for the main 
area primarily because its flexible design 
meets the fast-changing needs of a financial 
services business.  AllWays also features 
excellent cable management capabilities.  
The EZ65 task chair was selected to provide 
stylish ergonomic comfort for employees. 
Within the private offices, Compose, a desking 
system scaled for privacy while engineered 
for functional strength and a light aesthetic, 
is furnished together with the Very Task chair.  
X Series personal storage was used for each 
private executive space.

Across the open collaborative space, the 
SE-04 single square bench and single square 
chairs provide an innovative casual area that 
facilitates team engagement and inspires 
creative ideas sharing.  In the phone booth 
spaces a mix of the colourful SE-04 seating, 
Hello mini mobile chair, and Maria, the 
portable work-surface accessory combine 
to create unique touchdown spaces that 
are high in comfort and functionality.  In the 
meeting rooms, Planes tables combine with 
the elegant X99 seminar seating to create 
a clean and sophisticated conferencing 
landscape.  In the dining café, Planes is paired 
with Very side chairs to create a relaxing, 
comfortable ambience. 
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Client
Intercam Servicios Financieros

Location
Mexico, Latin America

Designer
GA&A and SPACE

Hawor th Furniture S olutions : 
AllWays system, Compose system, EZ65 
task chair, X99 seminar chair, Very Task chair, 
Planes table, Hello mini mobile, Very chair, 
SE-04 single square bench and single square 
chairs, Maria work-surface accessory.

Intercam’s new facility is a vibrant and colourful space 
with increased daylight and access to views. Haworth 
solutions ensured a balance between the needs for 
private working and team collaboration; the employees 
are now also working in improved ergonomic comfort 
and supported by greater technology accessibility 
in their new office. The firm is pleased that its new 
workspace incorporates an open, spacious working 
environment that conveys the corporate image of a 
leading financial services entity. 


